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aerosoft wants to thank the following people for their
valuable contributions to this airport:cologne-bonn airport:
raimund laucke, josef wolfgang wurlgerman aerospace
agency: tomasz wisniewski, hansjörg aigner, markus
schmidtcertificate of approval: thomas weissig, günther
neuhuber, christian thies, wolfgang rennerbase layer:
andreas jürgen droosdata provider: christian thies >
1.18.0xdrag&drop implementation (experimental)signal 1
availability (experimental): better responsiveness to
selection changes and mouse wheel scrolling. specifically, if
you scroll down on a selection, you now will see the
highlights extend downwards a bit, instead of immediately
stopping at the bottom. drag&drop implementation
(new):the draggable now has a new drag start state which
can be use to make it easier to start dragging items from a
selection. you can switch to this mode via the "drag&drop
implementation" option in the main settings. global network
options:in the main settings, the "network performance"
option has a new "immediate" setting. when checked, the
draggable looks for a way to connect to a signal 1
connection before executing the content selection routine,
if a connection can be found. this is very useful when
working with a slow connection, but makes the draggable
needlessly perform network operations (even if it is
possible) if the connection is actually in use. general
settings:when the drag starts, the "image filters" option is
now reset based on the selected flight image filter, making
it possible to set a default. (this was to cover for the fact
that it wasn't clear what the default would be if not given.)
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